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Sun Smart Saskatchewan Shade Audit Report

Overview
I

n the summer of 2016, Sun Smart Saskatchewan piloted a shade audit project at a popular destination along Saskatoon’s
riverfront.

What we learned about the site at Saskatoon’s River Landing can be considered in other settings, such as playgrounds, pools,
sporting venues, schools, early learning centres, parks, and even your own backyard. Our purpose is to demonstrate the process
and value of designing outdoor spaces with shade and sun safety in mind.

WITHIN THIS REPORT YOU WILL FIND INFORMATION ABOUT:
Ultraviolet radiation and skin cancer
The importance of providing quality shade in outdoor spaces
The relevance of the findings of the shade audit in Saskatoon

“S

hade is an important element in skin cancer prevention that needs to
be considered as people get out and enjoy Saskatchewan’s attractions
and natural spaces. This close and systematic look at a popular park is
an important first step we can share with city planners and others to
consider if the available shade supports activities in the area.

DR. MICHAEL SCHWANDT,
Deputy Medical Health Officer for Saskatoon Health Region,
and Chair of Sun Smart Saskatchewan.

"
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1.1 About Skin Cancer
S

kin cancer is the most common cancer in Canada. In Saskatchewan,
there are over 3,000 new cases of skin cancer diagnosed every year.
In 2014, 2,987 cases of non-melanoma skin cancer and 185 cases of
melanoma were diagnosed in Saskatchewan. In the same year, 30 people
died from melanoma.1

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
EXPOSURE TO UVR:

Ultraviolet radiation (UVR) from the sun and tanning devices has been
classified as carcinogenic to humans by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC).2
Though there are genetic factors that contribute to a person’s risk of getting
skin cancer3-8, the most common cancers are strongly associated with
exposure to UVR from the sun and from tanning beds.9-13 Skin cancer is
one of the most preventable cancers. UVR causes damage to DNA and cell
functions. This damage can show itself immediately as a tan or sunburn,
however cells can be damaged even if neither of these is observed. While
sunburns fade away, the damaging effects are permanent and cumulative.
Ultimately, exposure to UVR can result in cancer and other forms of skin
damage (wrinkling and premature aging of the skin), and harm to the eyes.

“W

hile personal protection methods are endorsed by
Sun Smart Saskatchewan, we also recognize that effective
health promotion and skin cancer prevention efforts address
conditions where we live, work, learn and play. The quality of
shade in an outdoor space is an important condition to protect
against UVR exposure.

DR. MICHAEL SCHWANDT,
Deputy Medical Health Officer for Saskatoon Health Region,
and Chair of Sun Smart Saskatchewan.

"

WEAR SUN PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING

WEAR A BROAD
BRIMMED HAT

WEAR SUNGLASSES

SEEK SHADE

PLAN OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

USE SPF30+
SUNSCREEN

before 11:00 a.m. or after
3:00 p.m. between April and
September, wherever possible

labelled “broad spectrum” and
“water-resistant”
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1.2 About Ultraviolet Radiation
U

VR is part of the electromagnetic spectrum emitted by the sun. The UV spectrum can be subdivided into three types: UVA, UVB,
and UVC.14,15 Only UVA and UVB radiation reach the earth’s surface.15 UVB radiation is generally associated with sunburns
though both types of UVR can cause skin damage, skin aging, and skin cancer.10

UVR CAN REACH PEOPLE ON
THE GROUND IN THESE WAYS: 16

DIRECTLY, FROM THE SUN

Maximum UVR levels occur when the sun
is at its highest point in the sky (solar noon)
during the summer months. This occurs
at approximately 1:10 p.m. in Saskatoon.17
Most of the daily total UVR is received within 2
hours before and after solar noon. This is why
most sun safety communications encourage
people to take extra precautions or to avoid
outdoor activities between 11:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. (the Critical Protection Period) from
April to September.

INDIRECTLY, SCATTERED BY
CLOUDS OR OTHER PARTICLES
IN THE ATMOSPHERE

UVR levels are highest under cloudless skies,
but UVR levels can remain high especially
during thin or scattered cloud cover. Some
clouds can actually increase the UVR intensity
on the ground by reflecting the sun’s rays back
towards earth.18

INDIRECTLY, REFLECTED FROM
SURFACES

UVR is reflected or scattered to varying
extents by different surfaces. For example,
snow can reflect as much as 80% of UVR,
dry beach sand about 15%, and sea foam
about 25%.

Figure 1: Direct and Indirect Sources of UVR
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HAVE YOU EVER FOUND YOURSELF OUTDOORS ON A SUNNY
DAY WISHING YOU HAD A SHADY SPACE TO RETREAT TO?

We wondered...
...WHAT IF WE ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO SEEK SHADE, BUT
THERE ISN’T ANY (OR ENOUGH) TO BE FOUND?
...WHAT IF WE COULD AFFECT THE DESIGN OF OUTDOOR
SPACES TO MAKE MORE SHADE AVAILABLE?

Part 2 Shade 10

2.1 Shade & Opportunity to Protect
W

hen planned correctly, good quality shade can reduce UVR
exposure by up to 75%.18-20 An increasing number of settings,
organizations, and municipalities are recognizing the need for shade
and the opportunity to plan for quality shade. As awareness about the
risks associated with UVR increases, so does the demand for outdoor
facilities to provide adequate shade for UVR protection, especially when
visited by more vulnerable groups, such as children.

“I

t’s not that we want outdoor spaces to be completely
blanketed with shade – we want people to enjoy the
outdoors and have the choice and opportunity to move
between sunny and shady places as appropriate for their
activities.

DR. MICHAEL SCHWANDT,
Deputy Medical Health Officer for Saskatoon Health Region,
and Chair of Sun Smart Saskatchewan.

"
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2.2 Co-Benefits of Shade
S

hade reduces exposure to UVR for the prevention of skin cancer. Spaces with shade provide many other benefits for the
environment and for human health and well-being.

BENEFITS TO THE
ENVIRONMENT

BENEFITS FOR HUMAN HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

Shade and trees can improve local air quality by lowering the
air temperature, increasing the transfer of water from land to
air, and absorbing pollutants such as carbon dioxide.21

Outdoor spaces that are thermally comfortable and attractive
increase time spent outdoors with benefits for health and
well-being.21

Strategic placement of shade structures and planting of trees
and vegetation can shade buildings, pavement, parking
lots, and roofs to cool urban areas otherwise vulnerable to
heat-islands (because of the asphalt, concrete and
hard-surfaced materials that retain the sun’s energy and
heat). This cooling effect has benefits for human health (heat
stress illnesses) and also provides energy savings as air
conditioning demands are reduced.22

Shade at parks, playgrounds, and sports fields allows people
to participate in physical activities in relative comfort.21
Outdoor spaces that are safe and attractive can increase
opportunities for children to engage in unstructured play with
many benefits for healthy development. Playing in nature
promotes cognitive benefits, such as creativity and focus,
social benefits, such as self-awareness and cooperation, and
emotional benefits, such as stress reduction.23
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2.3 About Shade Audits
A

shade audit is a process to assess the quality, location, and need for shade in an outdoor space.24 A shade audit is an essential
step in creating effective shade environments and should be considered a first step before implementing shade solutions.
Shade audits can vary in size and scope and can be used by anyone responsible for an outdoor space (e.g. a concerned homeowner,
a Director of an Early Learning Centre, or a City Planner).

SIMPLE VISUAL DIAGRAM

PROFESSIONAL RENDERING

You can complete a simple diagram in any outdoor space.
Note the ground surfaces such as grass, concrete, or wood.
Include all permanent structures like buildings, fences, or
walls, as well as natural or constructed elements that may
provide shade, such as trees, shrubs, hedges, pergolas, or
umbrellas. Next, draw the shade at various times throughout
the day, or the time of day that the site is most often used.

Landscape architects or urban planners might use more
complex computer modeling to understand the shade features
within a particular site. These sophisticated shade audits use
software to model and map the site to provide information
about the environment and the shade at different times of the
day and year.26

Trees

Sandbox

Deck

House

Figure 2: Shade Audit Diagram 25

Figure 3: Shade Audit Map
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2.4 Shade Audit Process
Site
Selection
THOUGH THEY VARY IN THEIR
SIZE AND SCOPE, IN GENERAL
SHADE AUDITS SHOULD INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:
1. Site Selection: understand if
shade is an important consideration
for your site.
2. Stakeholder Interviews and
Behavioural Observations:
understand who is using the site
and how.
3. Environmental Observations:
assess the physical site features.
4. Analysis: assess what you’ve
learned.
5. Recommendations: determine
what you can do about it.

TIME OF USE:
UVR levels are highest
during the Critical
Protection Period, in
Canada that’s from
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
April to September. Sites
used extensively in the
spring and summer have
the greatest priority for
shade.27

DURATION OF USE:
Damage from UVR is
cumulative; the longer
the exposure, the greater
the risk. The length of
time that is spent in
a particular site is an
important consideration
when selecting a site for
a shade audit.27

LEVEL OF USE:
Sites that are used
frequently by a large
number of people should
be prioritized.27

Environmental
Observations
Note the types of ground
surfaces (for UVR
reflection consideration).

Divide outdoor areas
into zones, depending
on usage, and record on
the plan with numbers
or names e.g. pool area,
play area, sitting area,
dining area.

Record the location of
buildings (house, garage,
shed), other built items
(pools, play equipment),
and existing shade
structures. Note the
building surfaces (wall
and roof) that may reflect
high levels of UVR.
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Behavioural
Observations
NATURE OF SITE:
Sites where users are
exposed to high levels
of indirect UVR (e.g.
at the beach where
there is a high level
of reflected UVR from
water and sand) should
be prioritzed.27

NATURE OF ACTIVITY:
If the activity at the site is
likely to occur in minimal
clothing (splash pad,
pool) the site should
be prioritized.27

TYPE OF USER:
Children are considered
a priority demographic.27

Analysis
Record the location of
trees, noting the species,
height, condition, canopy
density and diameter,
whether they are
deciduous or evergreen,
and the potential for
growth. Mark shade
patterns on the ground
using chalk or rope at
critical protection times.

Analyze the quantity
and quality of shade
that is accessible, and
determine if and where
additional shade
is needed.

Conduct stakeholder
interviews. Ask users
how they use the site
and what changes they
would like.

Observe activities and
document the patterns
of use: main activities,
where and when they
occur. Identify where
people tend to gather.
Note whether people
are using the available
shade.

Recommendations
Make recommendations
on the type and
placement of shade
structures, trees, etc.
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2.5 Shade Planning
C

onducting a shade audit will help you assess and make shade planning recommendations tailored to
a particular site. That said, there are shade planning principles that can be considered for all sites.

SHADE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

WELL-DESIGNED SHADE...

Shade play equipment and regularly used activity areas.25
Create smaller play structures and zones in order to get the shade closer to
the play areas.25
Assess shade patterns especially during the Critical Protection Period
and place the shade solution to the south and west sides of the area
requiring shade.25
Ensure the shade structure is an adequate size. Consider the arrangement of
existing structures to create a larger shaded area. For example, group several
umbrellas together to form a single larger canopy for greater protection.19, 25
Use barriers for side as well as overhead protection. Vertical screening with
plants and trellises or opaque louvres can help to block indirect UVR radiation,
while still allowing breezes to flow through.19
Choose trees with wide and dense canopies.19
Avoid highly reflective surfaces. Generally, soft or rough surfaces, such as brick
pavers and grass reflect less UVR radiation than hard or smooth surfaces,
such as concrete. Depending on the site, it may be possible to change an
existing surface that reflects higher levels of UVR radiation. For example, in
a playground, replace asphalt or concrete with rubber matting, which reflects
less UVR radiation and is also a soft-fall material.19, 25

…is in the right place at the right time
Well-designed shade accounts for the
movement of the sun throughout the day
and over the course of a year.

…looks good and feels good

Well-designed shade should not only be
practical in the space, but also attractive.

...is comfortable to use in all seasons

Well-designed shade considers
temperature, humidity, air movement,
and heat radiated from the sun and
surroundings. For example, deciduous
trees provide shade in the warmer months
and lose their leaves in the winter to let in
the sun’s warmth. 19
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CHOOSING NATURAL OR CONSTRUCTED SHADE

W

hen selecting shade solutions, there are two primary options: natural and constructed. Natural shade includes trees, shrubs,
bushes, vines, vegetation, etc. and is the best approach for creating shade that is seasonal. Constructed shade is anything
constructed using manufactured components. There are many different kinds of constructed shade ranging from permanent
structures to shade umbrellas.19,25

CONSIDERATION

NATURAL

CONSTRUCTED

MAINTENANCE

Watering, pruning, collecting
leaves, etc.

Painting, regular repairs,
structural repairs to withstand
snow load in the winter.

LIFETIME

Takes ~ 10 years to mature.

Shade is available immediately.
Lifetime is variable depending
on building material, climate,
and maintenance. Temporary
structures can be used to
provide shade until trees mature.

SAFETY

Spikes or thorns, poisonous
berries, stone fruit, falling
branches, etc.

Positioning of poles, sharp
corners, tripping hazards, wind
and snow loads, etc.

ENGINEERING

Need to ensure that roots won’t
affect the integrity of concrete,
pavement, gas lines, pipes, etc.
in the future.

May require engineer or permit,
and compliance with building
code.
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SHADE PLANNING AT AN OUTDOOR POOL:
A CASE EXAMPLE

ACTIVITY ZONES AND
DIVERSE USERS:
A wide variety of people use the
space, including both children and
adults, workers and patrons. Shade
needs are different for swimmers,
lifeguards on the pool deck, and patrons
watching from the side or from a sitting area.
Lifeguards, for example, are standing or
sitting in predetermined locations and are
not necessarily able to seek shade. Most
of the people using outdoor pools are
in minimal clothing and are using
the facility during the Critical
Protection Period.28

SAFETY:
Avoid constructed
shade with tripping
hazards and sharp corners.
Maintain sight lines between
the lifeguards and patrons,
lifeguards and other
lifeguards, and parents
and children.28

COMFORT:
Umbrellas, tents and
shade sails are often the first
to come to mind when choosing
shade solutions for outdoor pools.
Consider using polycarbonate
sheeting, instead. It blocks UVR
but allows heat and visible light
through for thermal comfort
in and around the pool.28

INDIRECT UVR:
An outdoor pool has
higher than average
levels of reflected UVR
from the water and
concrete surfaces.28

MAINTENANCE:
Natural shade
should only be used
around the perimeter due
to maintenance (leaves
and sticks must be removed
from pool). The corrosive
environment will pose
maintenance challenges
for constructed
shade.28
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3.1 Shade Audit Overview
SUN SMART SASKATCHEWAN SET OUT TO CONDUCT
A SHADE AUDIT IN SASKATOON TO:
Demonstrate the process for conducting a shade audit
Highlight positive features and make recommendations for improvements at the shade
audit site
Raise awareness about designing outdoor spaces with shade in mind

AUDIT PROFESSIONALS
Sun Smart Saskatchewan engaged Crosby Hanna and
Associates, a local landscape architecture and planning firm,
to develop the data collection protocol, conduct behavioural
and environmental observations and interviews on site, and
use mapping software to plot the current site with and without
shade interventions.

Auditors were on site for a total of 20 hours over 8 days
between July 25th and August 6th, 2016. Representatives
from Sun Smart Saskatchewan were also on hand to answer
questions and share information about shade audits and
sun safety.

SITE SELECTION
Sun Smart Saskatchewan chose an area along the banks of
the South Saskatchewan River in Saskatoon at River Landing,
immediately north of the Sid Buckwold Bridge.
The area was chosen because it is used by a large number of
users and wide segment of the population, including children
and youth, a priority target group for Sun Smart Saskatchewan.

The time of use is regularly within the Critical Protection Period
(between 11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. over the summer months)
and the nature of one of the features of the site (splash pad)
means that the activity is likely to occur in minimal clothing.
The site is directly in front of the Remai Modern Art Gallery
(still under construction as of summer 2016).
Google map image of shade audit site at River Landing.
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ZONES OF OBSERVATION

ZONE 1
PAVILION AREA

ZONE 2
SPLASH PAD

ZONE 3
AMPHITHEATRE

ZONE 4
LOWER PROMENADE

Figure 4: Shade Audit Site Zones of Observation
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3.2 Methods
STAKEHOLDER
INTERVIEWS
Auditors asked visitors about why they were on site, what
they were doing, and what they thought about the amount of
shade available.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WERE ASKED:
1. What is the primary reason for visiting River Landing
today? (Why are you here? What are you doing?)
2. How often do you visit?
3. What time do you usually arrive to use the site? How
long do you usually stay for?
4. Do you visit in other seasons? When?
5. Do you make use of the available shade when you
are here?
6. Are there any shaded areas at this place that you
prefer not to use? If yes, why?
7. In your opinion, how adequate is existing shade at
this place?
8. Do you think there is a need for more shade at this
place? If so where and what type?
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BEHAVIOURAL
OBSERVATIONS
The auditors observed the people and activities taking place
to better understand WHO and HOW the site is used.
Using an online tool called Device Magic™, standard forms
were created to collect information about individuals and
groups (2 or more people) using each zone.

THE DATA COLLECTED INCLUDED:
Group size, if applicable
Age range
Gender
Activity:
Sitting (supervising children, eating, reading, talking,
relaxing, gaming [e.g. Pokemon Go], other)
Standing (e.g. supervising children, standing in line,
talking, gaming [e.g. Pokemon Go], other)
Play (e.g. using splash pad, tag / running, skate
boarding, Frisbee / ball, other)
Transiting through site (e.g. walking, running, biking,
rollerblading, other)
Exercise (e.g. yoga, personal workout, tai-chi, other)
Programmed event (e.g. dance, theatre, other)
Use of available shade and / or moving toward shade
Use of sun protective clothing (e.g. hat, sunglasses,
or umbrella)
Auditors also mapped where people were stationary (sitting
or standing) and where they moved when they moved within
the site. These observations were documented using hand
sketches that were formalized into the computer schematics.

ENVIRONMENTAL
OBSERVATIONS
A site inventory was conducted to record the physical properties
of each zone, including the types of ground surfaces (relevant
for indirect UVR radiation), as well as the amount (area
covered), quality (placement and density), and type of shade
(natural or built). Other features were noted, including seating
materials, amenities (washrooms), electrical boxes, and other
elements within the site boundaries.
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3.3 Results

(7) American Elm
Amur Maple
(2) Scots Pine

EXISTING CONDITIONS
AT RIVER LANDING

American Elm
Bur Oak
Bur Oak
(3) Bur Oak
(2) Scots Pine

LEGEND
(3) Bur Oak

ZONE 2
SPLASH PAD

Unit Paver Surface
Wood Surface
Concrete Surface
- with flowing water
Grass Surface
Bioswale
Existing Shrubs
Seating

ZONE 1
PAVILION AREA

Picnic Tables
Information Kiosk
Bur Oak
American Elm
Amur Maple

Electrical Box
Site Boundary
American Elm

Basswood
Bur Oak
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Amur Maple

(6) American Elm

Amur Maple

MAIN ACTIVITY ZONES
ZONE 1 PAVILION AREA

Features washrooms, water fountain,
concessions, and fixed seating.

ZONE 2 SPLASH PAD

ZONE 3
AMPHITHEATRE

Features interpretive spray park with
perimeter concrete seating.
Perimeter Lawn
Features a gently sloped grass area
with steep vertical wall to the north.

ZONE 3 LOWER PROMENADE

Features a small enclave with a tensile
fabric structure and benches underneath.
Flanked by retaining / seat wall.

ZONE 4
LOWER PROMENADE

Manchurian Ash
Manchurian Ash

(3) Summit Ash

Amur Maple
(3) Summit Ash
Figure 5: Existing Conditions Map

ZONE 4 AMPHITHEATRE

Features a performing area with stadium
style concrete seating.
Sloped Lawn
Features a steep lawn area with
mature trees.
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SITE USERS

T

he site at Saskatoon’s River Landing was visited by a wide range of individuals over the course of the shade audit observation
period.
Combined, babies, children, and teens made up a
significant proportion of site visitors, at 33%.

9%
14%
10%

BABIES (AGE 0-3)

Young adults made up almost another third of the total
number of visitors, at 31%, and adults at 30%.
Approximately 1183 people were observed on the site
during the observation period. Of these, approximately
26% (312 people) were by themselves, and 74% (871
people) were observed in a group of two or more.

75%

75% of the people
interviewed said there was
a need for more shade

TEENS (AGE 13-18)

YOUNG ADULTS (AGE 19-29)

When we looked at the composition of groups that visited
the site, families (defined as any group with at least one
child or baby) were observed in the greatest proportion,
at 40% of groups observed.
The Pavilion, the Amphitheatre, and the Lower Promenade
saw a similar volume of visitors at 24%, 21%, and 20%
respectively. The Splash Pad saw the highest volume at
almost a third (32%) of the total visitors.

KIDS (AGE 4-12)

30%
6%

ADULTS (AGE 30-60)

SENIORS (AGE 60+)

Figure 6: Site Users Categorized by Age

52%

Of those who said more
shade was needed,
52% specified that the
Splash Pad in particular
needed more shade
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SITE ACTIVITIES

T

he activities observed at River Landing were recorded in detail, but can be categorized into five basic categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transiting (including walking, running, biking, rollerblading, skateboarding, riding segways, gaming (Pokemon Go))
Sitting (including conversing, eating, reading, relaxing, supervising children, gaming (Pokemon Go))
Standing (including accessing amenities (waiting in line at Pavilion, using the water fountain), supervising children, conversing)
Playing (including using the splash pad, playing catch)
Working (City Workers were observed weeding, picking garbage, tending to plants)

The summer of 2016 saw an explosion of the mobile application game called Pokemon Go. The popularity of the game created an
interesting challenge for the auditors during data collection because users were seen playing the game while walking, standing, and
sitting. The game is therefore coded under several categories of activity.
For the purposes of data analysis, the activities observed could be categorized in an even simpler
way into one of two categories: staying or transiting. Transiting was defined as exclusive transit
with no stopping for any purpose for any length of time on the site. Visitors stayed or transited in
even amounts: overall 50% of all visitors to the site stayed, compared to 50% who exclusively
transited through.
Transit is a popular use for the site. When site visitors were observed on their own, they
tended to be transiting through the site. In fact, almost three quarters (73%) of individuals
were transiting only. Of those individuals transiting, most were walking or running (58%) or
biking (41%).
When the site visitors were observed in groups, transit still made up 47% of the observed
activity. That said, visitors observed in groups were more likely to stay on site for a period of
time, particularly at the Splash Pad.
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ZONE 1 PAVILION

A

site to transit through, to stop for a washroom break, or to wait in line for and then relax
with an ice cream cone, the Pavilion was visited both by people transiting through (44%
of visitors), and by people who stayed (56% of visitors).
The Pavilion saw the second highest proportion of visitors who stayed on site (56%) after
the Splash Pad, which saw 77% of its visitors stay.
One third (33%) of visitors to the Pavilion were children (including babies and toddlers) and
teens, and another third (33%) were young adults.
The Pavilion is provided with shade in two ways: from the building itself and from the trees in
and to the south of the picnic table area. The shade density provided by the building is 100%,
however, because the building is relatively small and the sun angle
during the summer months is so high, no shade reaches the
sitting area. The trees within the picnic table area are well located
and selected to provide adequate shade, however, as they are immature, at this point the
shade they provided is limited. A mature elm to the south of the picnic table area provides
shade to the most southerly picnic table and to the doors of the washroom at certain
times of the day.

56%

of visitors stayed
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ZONE 2 SPLASH PAD

T

he Splash Pad experienced the highest volume of use of all four zones. Almost a third of
all of the visitors to the entire River Landing site visited the Splash Pad. Of the visitors to
the Splash Pad, 77% stayed, while 23% transited through.
Not surprisingly, the Splash Pad was a major draw for groups, families in particular. Of the
families that visited the entire site, 51% were observed at the Splash Pad zone.
Children play on the Splash Pad and their caregivers observe from locations at the north,
west, and south sides of the site. Seating in these areas is provided by concrete benches and
large boulders. Shade for the concrete benches on the north and south sides is generally poor.
There was one area in particular, though, that provided the most highly used shade of the entire
site. In this area, on the northwest corner of the Splash Pad, people sat either on the grass or on
the seat wall at the bottom of one of the mature elm trees. This spot was sought by the first people
to arrive at the Splash Pad and was crowded throughout the day. It was so well used because it
was a shady location with clear sight lines and close proximity to the Splash Pad: a comfortable
spot to keep an eye on children playing nearby.

“W

e tried to find a shady spot and it was like ‘oh we’re
going to be sitting in the sun’ … When it’s really hot
and there’s no wind and you’re just sitting in the sun it’s
nice to have a bit of shade or the option of finding shade.

SITE USER,
Parent, observing child at the Splash Pad.

"

77%
of visitors stayed
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ZONE 3 AMPHITHEATRE

T

he stage and raised seating in this zone are very open with very little shade during
the Critical Protection Period. Although designed for events and activities, there
were no programmed activities observed, perhaps because the events are more likely
to be scheduled for the evening and our observation was conducted closer to midday.
Because there were no programmed activities observed, most people using this area
(75%) were observed transiting through.
There is significant shade provided by the mature elms at the northwest corner of
this zone on the sloped grass above the raised seating. People using this shade sat
directly on the grass, however, the steep slope may have prevented some from using
the shade.
An unexpected use of shade was observed; a large utility box at the west edge of the
stage combined with an Ash tree provided shade to users who paused at the seating
wall in that location. Used mostly by people taking a quick respite
from their transit, the site is a clear example of the need for
shade in the area; as people were willing to pause in an
otherwise undesirable location (against a utility box)
for the comfort the shade provided.

75%

of visitors were
transiting through
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ZONE 4 LOWER PROMENADE

N

ot surprisingly, the Lower Promenade was used for
transit as part of the connected pathway system along
the river front, or as a route to the River Landing or the
downtown streets beyond. Indeed 74% of the visitors
to this zone were only using the area for transiting.
The auditors observed people taking a leisurely
stroll to enjoy the view, others who were jogging
for exercise, some who were biking, and others
riding Segway.
The Lower Promenade is very open with
shade being provided in two locations only:
a tensile fabric structure and a tree. The
fabric structure provides shade to two benches
at different times of the day. However, it was

74

%

of visitors
were transiting
through

noted that the shade did not fully cover all of the benches.
Additionally, the benches along the south edge of this area
were better used and in full sun, so we can assume that their
use is more related to viewing opportunities of the
river, than the presence of shade. The one tree in
this area, in its mature form, will provide shade
to those using the stairs. The two trees near
the fabric structure were dead at the time of
the audit. If replaced, trees in their mature
size would provide additional shade to the
seating area.
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STAY MAP

T

he following map depicts where people were sitting or standing at River Landing. Observations were made at four different times
of day and imposed over each other to produce a final map. The map highlights areas that were low, moderate, and high use
areas, and also indicates whether the area was primarily shady or sunny. The map gives a quick overview of where there is an
obvious need for more shade, particularly in the Splash Pad zone.

Legend
High Use Sun

Moderate Use Sun
Low Use Sun

High Use Shade

Moderate Use Shade
Low Use Shade

Figure 7: Map of Site Users Sitting or Standing

“

I

love visiting Saskatoon’s river valley. I was here earlier this week for a walk and an
ice cream with my wife. We got the only shady table at the concession. Today I’m here
with my grandkids. But it’s awfully hot sitting here without shade. We won’t stay long.

SITE USER,
Grandparent, observing grandchildren at the Splash Pad.

"
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3.4 Recommendations
S

un Smart Saskatchewan proposes several key
recommendations to improve the shade available at the
River Landing site based on the shade audit.
Some of the proposed interventions include constructed
solutions that will provide shade until maturation of natural
sources occurs, or where trees are not practical for
maintenance reasons, for example.

PRESENT CONDITIONS WITH
DESIGN INTERVENTIONS

Figure 8: Present Conditions with Design Interventions

The proposed interventions are also imagined with a
consideration for the future conditions at the site to account
for the growth and maturation of trees and other natural shade
sources. Landscape design is always undertaken with the
mature state in mind; and indeed the shade provided by natural
sources on site will improve in the future as the trees grow and
provide larger areas of shade. For comparison purposes, the
maps below represent a sunny summer day, at 1:00 p.m. – an
important time during the Critical Protection Period.

FUTURE CONDITIONS WITH
DESIGN INTERVENTIONS

Figure 9: Future Conditions (20 years in the future) with Design Interventions
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ZONE 1

ZONE 2

PROVIDE TABLE UMBRELLAS AT
THE PAVILION

FOCUS ON THE SPLASH PAD

Until the existing trees are large enough to provide sufficient
shade, we recommend the use of temporary table umbrellas.
The fabric umbrellas would be a simple solution to improve
conditions for those who are stopping temporarily to take
advantage of the Pavilion washrooms or concession.

It is clear that the Splash Pad is a major draw for the River
Landing area and that there is very little shade for those
watching or supervising children from nearby seating. We
recommend the introduction of permanent umbrellas or
shade sails at the Splash Pad seating on the north and
south sides of the area. These should be carefully placed
to ensure that shade is provided appropriately without
interfering with pedestrian paths of travel. Umbrellas are
preferred over trees in this location because they provide
immediate shade, and tree leaves and twigs can fall into
drains and jets and cause issues for maintenance.

THE SPLASH PAD IS THE PRIORITY AT THE
SITE BECAUSE, IT’ S USED...

...during the Critical Protection Period in the summer
months when UVR is strong.
...by children and families.
...for a significant period of time. When families come,
they stay for 30 minutes or more.
...by a large number of people. The Splash Pad was the
biggest draw to the site for people who were staying
(as opposed to transiting through the site).
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ZONE 3

ZONE 4

REPLACE DEAD TREES AT THE
AMPHITHEATRE

BETTER USE OF THE SHADE SAIL
AT THE LOWER PROMENADE

While there was little shade observed in this area, the level
of use during the Critical Protection Period does not warrant
a substantial investment in shade solutions. We suggest
the replacement of the dead trees. Select trees with a wide
and dense canopy cover.

The existing tensile fabric structure provides a sufficient
amount of shade, however, it does not always provide
shade for the existing fixed seating. We recommend that the
existing benches be replaced with movable chairs so that
a user can adjust their location as desired. The movable
chairs could be managed by building staff, and likely locked
up after park closing hours. The replacement of the dead
trees would also add valuable shade.
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Conclusion
D

elighting in a sunny day is one of life’s simple pleasures, and in Saskatchewan we have an abundance of
sunshine to enjoy. But like most things in life, too much of a good thing can be harmful. UVR from the sun can
cause skin damage and skin cancer.
Individuals can take their own precautions to protect their skin by seeking shade and wearing clothing, a
wide-brimmed hat, and sunscreen. But shade offers passive universal protection. Unlike those individual sun
safety behaviours, shade does not require that individuals practice the behaviours and remember to do so. Shade,
unlike a hat or sunscreen, cannot be forgotten at home. It's there when you need it!
Municipalities and others who are responsible for the outdoor spaces we enjoy - our parks, sports fields, pools,
early learning centres, and schools - should consider whether the shade is adequate to protect the users of that
space. Because the way that our community spaces are planned and built impacts our exposure to UVR and
ultimately our health. It's skin cancer prevention by design.

“S

un Smart Saskatchewan explored an area along Saskatoon’s River Landing to find out if there was
enough shade for the activities you enjoy: walking, biking, playing, and relaxing with your friends and
family. We learned that while there were some shady spots, there was only enough room for a select few
who sought the shade first. The shade seemed to be lacking where it was needed most: for children and
caregivers around the Splash Pad.

DR. MICHAEL SCHWANDT,
Deputy Medical Health Officer for Saskatoon Health Region,
and Chair of Sun Smart Saskatchewan.

"
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Figure 3: Shade Audit Map
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Figure 4: Shade Audit Site Zones of Observation
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Figure 5: Existing Conditions Map
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Figure 6: Site Users Categorized by Age
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Figure 7: Map of Site Users Sitting or Standing
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Figure 8: Present Conditions with Design Interventions
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Figure 9: Future Conditions (20 years in the future) with Design Interventions
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